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A Slice of the Pie
Have you ever wanted to calculate the predicted peak flow for one of your asthmatic patients without spending valuable
minutes searching for that confounded little slide rule gizmo? Wouldn’t it be great if you could somehow remember all Mrs.
Jones’ medications when the nursing home calls to see if it’s OK to treat her acutely elevated blood pressure with some
atenolol? Handheld computers are emerging as the stethoscopes of the twenty-first century, and no clinician should be
without this essential tool. These small, easy-to-use devices are now powerful enough to help clinicians manage information
and make medical decisions at the point of care. This comprehensive how-to guide targets all levels of handheld computer
users, from novices to experts, and demonstrates how to make the most of handheld computers in any medical practice.
Designed with easy-to-understand, hands-on exercises for each new skill presented, this book begins with choosing a
handheld and "getting to know" your new device. It then progresses through downloading and installing software, using
charge capture and e-prescription programs, Internet and evidence-based resources for your device, designing and
programming your own programs, and going wireless. Written by three experienced family medicine clinicians, Handhelds
in Medicine is designed to improve every day practice for any busy health professional. There are chapters written for and
by nearly every health professional, including nurses, physician assistants and speech pathologists. Reviews of handheld
devices and websites will be kept current at www.handheldsinmedicine.com

TiVo For Dummies
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This book is appropriate for any standalone Computers and Society or Computer Ethics course offered by a computer
science, business, or philosophy department, as well as special modules in any advanced CS course. In an era where
information technology changes constantly, a thoughtful response to these rapid changes requires a basic understanding of
IT history, an awareness of current issues, and a familiarity with ethics. Ethics for the Information Age is unique in its
balanced coverage of ethical theories used to analyze problems encountered by computer professionals in today’s
environment. By presenting provocative issues such as social networking, government surveillance, and intellectual
property from all points of view, this market-leading text challenges students to think critically and draw their own
conclusions, which ultimately prepares them to become responsible, ethical users of future technologies. Teaching and
Learning Experience This program presents a better teaching and learning experience–for you and your students. It will
help: Encourage Critical Thinking: A balanced, impartial approach to ethical issues avoids biased arguments, encouraging
students to consider and analyze issues for themselves. Keep Your Course Current and Relevant: A thoughtful response to
information technology requires an awareness of current information-technology-related issues. Support Learning:
Resources are available to expand on the topics presented in the text.

Business Transformation Strategies
A comprehensive engineering guide to theory and design practices for the control, utilization, and management of water in
agriculture, with emphasis on scientific principles. Integrates into a single volume engineering practices for solving
problems relating to erosion control, flood control, drainage, and irrigation. Presents information on precipitation,
infiltration, evapotranspiration, and runoff, in addition to providing the entire design data for the U.S., plus a wide range of
its applications. Contains conversion tables from English units to SI, and SI to English units, as well as numerous example
problems, illustrations, and appendix.

Intermediate Comprehension Passages
EnCase Computer Forensics -- The Official EnCE
This everyday guide to being a smart shopper is full of helpful tips about preventing identity theft, understanding credit,
filing a consumer complaint, and more. Use the margins to make notes, write questions, or record other useful information.
The information and resources you'll need are arranged as follows: Part I-Be A Savvy Consumer Read this section for advice
before you make a purchase. To quickly locate specific topics and information, look in the Table of Contents and Index (p.
147). Part II-Filing a Complaint Turn to this section for suggestions on resolving consumer problems. The sample complaint
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letter on page 57 will help you present your case. Part III-Key Information Resources Look here for a list of public resources
and contact information. Part IV-Consumer Assistance Directory Here you'll find contact information for corporate offices,
consumer organizations, trade groups, government agencies, and more.

PC Magazine
A Terrorist State as a Frontline Ally
USPQ
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.

Pocket Guide to Echocardiography
Handbook for Sound Engineers is the most comprehensive reference available for audio engineers, and is a must read for
all who work in audio. With contributions from many of the top professionals in the field, including Glen Ballou on
interpretation systems, intercoms, assistive listening, and fundamentals and units of measurement, David Miles Huber on
MIDI, Bill Whitlock on audio transformers and preamplifiers, Steve Dove on consoles, DAWs, and computers, Pat Brown on
fundamentals, gain structures, and test and measurement, Ray Rayburn on virtual systems, digital interfacing, and
preamplifiers, Ken Pohlmann on compact discs, and Dr. Wolfgang Ahnert on computer-aided sound system design and roomacoustical fundamentals for auditoriums and concert halls, the Handbook for Sound Engineers is a must for serious audio
and acoustic engineers. The fifth edition has been updated to reflect changes in the industry, including added emphasis on
increasingly prevalent technologies such as software-based recording systems, digital recording using MP3, WAV files, and
mobile devices. New chapters, such as Ken Pohlmann’s Subjective Methods for Evaluating Sound Quality, S. Benjamin
Kanters’s Hearing Physiology—Disorders—Conservation, Steve Barbar’s Surround Sound for Cinema, Doug Jones’s Worship
Styles in the Christian Church, sit aside completely revamped staples like Ron Baker and Jack Wrightson’s Stadiums and
Outdoor Venues, Pat Brown’s Sound System Design, Bob Cordell’s Amplifier Design, Hardy Martin’s Voice Evacuation/Mass
Notification Systems, and Tom Danley and Doug Jones’s Loudspeakers. This edition has been honed to bring you the most
up-to-date information in the many aspects of audio engineering.
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Just a Spoonful of Laughter Helps the Medicine Go Down
Ethics for the Information Age, Global Edition
Imagine sending a magazine article to 10 friends-making photocopies, putting them in envelopes, adding postage, and
mailing them. Now consider how much easier it is to send that article to those 10 friends as an attachment to e-mail. Or to
post the article on your own site on the World Wide Web. The ease of modifying or copying digitized material and the
proliferation of computer networking have raised fundamental questions about copyright and patent--intellectual property
protections rooted in the U.S. Constitution. Hailed for quick and convenient access to a world of material, the Internet also
poses serious economic issues for those who create and market that material. If people can so easily send music on the
Internet for free, for example, who will pay for music? This book presents the multiple facets of digitized intellectual
property, defining terms, identifying key issues, and exploring alternatives. It follows the complex threads of law, business,
incentives to creators, the American tradition of access to information, the international context, and the nature of human
behavior. Technology is explored for its ability to transfer content and its potential to protect intellectual property rights.
The book proposes research and policy recommendations as well as principles for policymaking.

Handhelds in Medicine
Drawing from his extensive business management experience, Pradip Chand turns traditional wisdon on its head when he
proposes that Brand Loyalty is inversely proportional to the income and education levels of the 'knowledge consumer'. He
examines how and why brands become strategic assets, traces the evolution of the knowledge consumer and what can
companies do to protect equity of the brands they have nurtured over the decades. A new approach to building a Brand
Loyalty that gives marketers a competitive edge in todays high-tech, high-stake brand-hostile environment. The book
combines the knowledge with engaging real life case studies and proven examples.

The New Yorker
The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and the Dutch collecting society for private copying remunerations,
Stichting de Thuiskopie, are pleased to present the third joint publication on the law and practice of private copying
systems around the world. The survey provides a global view of private copying compensation (also known as private
copying levies), an important element of copyright and related rights infrastructure. It aims to facilitate evidence-based
decision-making and to provide an update on important developments in the private copying law and practice of countries
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that have such an exception in their legal arsenals.

Multimedia
FCC Record
International Survey on Private Copying - Law and Practice 2015
A Requiem for a Brand
CD and DVD Recording For Dummies
A resource for industry professionals and consultants, this book on corporate strategy lays down the theories and models
for revitalizing companies in the face of global recession. It discusses cutting-edge concepts, constructs, paradigms,
theories, models, and cases of corporate strategic leadership for bringing about transformation and innovation in
companies. It demonstrates that great companies are those that make the leap from 'good' results to 'great' results and
sustain these for at least 15 years; it explores, reviews and analyzes great transformation strategies in this context. Each
chapter in the book is appended with transformation exercises that further explicate the concepts.

Windows Magazine
Thoroughly updated for newnbsp;breakthroughs in multimedia nbsp; The internationally bestselling Multimedia: Making it
Work has been fully revised and expanded to cover the latest technological advances in multimedia. You will learn to plan
and manage multimedia projects, from dynamic CD-ROMs and DVDs to professional websites. Each chapter includes stepby-step instructions, full-color illustrations and screenshots, self-quizzes, and hands-on projects. nbsp;

Album of the Fellows of the American Gynecological Society 1876-1900
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PC Mag
Twenty Fathoms Down
Daring and defiant there’s no stopping diver Hawk Ridley as he takes the plunge into a briny world of untold riches and
danger. The Caribbean is a fortune hunter’s dream, salted with the gold of galleons long ago claimed by the deep. Now
Hawk’s headed for the Windward Passage of Haiti to stake his claim. But a rival team has also picked up the scent, and
they’re willing to turn the sea red with blood to get to the gold first. Fighting off ruthless competitors is nothing new to
Hawk but fighting off a beautiful woman is a different story. Is she an innocent stowaway or a seductive saboteur? Between
the cool millions lying on the bottom of the ocean, and the boiling-hot race to grab it, Hawk’s about to find the answer and
make a discovery Twenty Fathoms Down that will blow you out of the water. “Primo Pulp Fiction.” —Booklist

I Thought of Daisy
A young man leaves his bohemian lifestyle in Greenwich Village to pursue the chorus girl he loves.

The Digital Dilemma
PC Mag
Handbook of Technical Writing
Show biz memoir at its name-dropping, bridge-burning, profane best: the music industry’s most outspoken, outrageous, and
phenomenally successful executive delivers a rollicking memoir of pop music’s heyday. During the 1970s and '80s the
music business was dominated by a few major labels and artists such as Michael Jackson, Bruce Springsteen, the Rolling
Stones, Bob Dylan, Billy Joel, Paul Simon, Barbra Streisand and James Taylor. They were all under contract to CBS Records,
making it the most successful label of the era. And, as the company’s president, Walter Yetnikoff was the ruling monarch.
He was also the most flamboyant, volatile and controversial personality to emerge from an industry and era defined by sex,
drugs and debauchery. Having risen from working-class Brooklyn and the legal department of CBS, Yetnikoff, who freely
admitted to being tone deaf, was an unlikely label head. But he had an uncanny knack for fostering talent and intimidating
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rivals with his appalling behavior—usually fueled by an explosive combination of cocaine and alcohol. His tantrums,
appetite for mind-altering substances and sexual exploits were legendary. In Japan to meet the Sony executives who
acquired CBS during his tenure, Walter was assigned a minder who confined him to a hotel room. True to form, Walter
raided the minibar, got blasted and, seeing no other means of escape, opened a hotel window and vented his rage by
literally howling at the moon. In Howling at the Moon, Yetnikoff traces his journey as he climbed the corporate mountain,
danced on its summit and crashed and burned. We see how Walter became the father-confessor to Michael Jackson as the
King of Pop reconstructed his face and agonized over his image while constructing Thriller (and how, after it won seven
Grammies, Jackson made the preposterous demand that Walter take producer Quincy Jones’s name off the album); we see
Walter, in maniacal pursuit of a contract, chase the Rolling Stones around the world and nearly come to blows with Mick
Jagger in the process; we get the tale of how Walter and Marvin Gaye—fresh from the success of “Sexual Healing”—share
the same woman, and of how Walter bonds with Bob Dylan because of their mutual Jewishness. At the same time we
witness Yetnikoff’s clashes with Barry Diller, David Geffen, Tommy Mottola, Allen Grubman and a host of others. Seemingly,
the more Yetnikoff feeds his cravings for power, sex, liquor and cocaine, the more profitable CBS becomes—from $485
million to well over $2 billion—until he finally succumbs, ironically, not to substances, but to a corporate coup. Reflecting on
the sinister cycle that left his career in tatters and CBS flush with cash, Yetnikoff emerges with a hunger for redemption and
a new reverence for his working-class Brooklyn roots. Ruthlessly candid, uproariously hilarious and compulsively readable,
Howling at the Moon is a blistering You’ll Never Eat Lunch in this Town Again of the music industry.

Handbook for Sound Engineers
Combining guidance for writing over 40 typers of professional documents with thorough coverage of grammar, usage, and
style, the Handbook of Technical Writing functions as both a writer's handbook and a complete guide to technical
communication. It provides quick access to hundreds of topics and scores of sample documents and visuals. [publisher's
note]

Daily Graphic
Howling at the Moon
This book strives to identify and introduce the durable intellectual ideas of embedded systems as a technology and as a
subject of study. The emphasis is on modeling, design, and analysis of cyber-physical systems, which integrate computing,
networking, and physical processes.
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Manual of Analogue Sound Restoration Techniques
Just a Spoon Full of Laughteris a great read for anyone that’s been to a doctors office and made it out alive. Written by an
actual physician, it will keep you in stitches (no pun intended) from one story to the next. See for yourself what could be so
funny about the physician office visit. Whether it’s recalling his first sigmoidoscopy or performing an autopsy, you’ll keep
this riveting series of short humorous stories right there in the bathroom for pleasurable reading. You may even find
yourself somewhere between the pages. From an author who will never be a New York Times Best Seller, it’s a great book
for young or old, male or female, professional or not. It’s especially ideal for that person in your life who has everything
except a sense of humor. It’s ideal as a stocking stuffer, white elephant gift or for future yard sales. “The funniest book I
ever read.” Says Dr. Zhivago “Yes! Yes! Yes!” Says Dr. No

2012 Consumer Action Handbook
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.

Soil and Water Conservation Engineering
The official, Guidance Software-approved book on the newest EnCE exam! The EnCE exam tests that computer forensic
analysts and examiners have thoroughly mastered computer investigation methodologies, as well as the use of Guidance
Software's EnCase Forensic 7. The only official Guidance-endorsed study guide on the topic, this book prepares you for the
exam with extensive coverage of all exam topics, real-world scenarios, hands-on exercises, up-to-date legal information,
and sample evidence files, flashcards, and more. Guides readers through preparation for the newest EnCase Certified
Examiner (EnCE) exam Prepares candidates for both Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the exam, as well as for practical use of the
certification Covers identifying and searching hardware and files systems, handling evidence on the scene, and acquiring
digital evidence using EnCase Forensic 7 Includes hands-on exercises, practice questions, and up-to-date legal information
Sample evidence files, Sybex Test Engine, electronic flashcards, and more If you're preparing for the new EnCE exam, this is
the study guide you need.

Dance Music Manual
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U.S. News & World Report
So you want to learn the ins and outs of creating dance music and looking to improve your production? Then this book is
just for you. No matter what genre you are interested in- trance, techno, garage, chill out, house or what tool you are
working with- Abelton, Reason, Reaktor or Absynth, Snowman covers every aspect of dance music production- from sound
design, compression and effects to mixing and mastering to help you improve your music. No matter what you level of
experience the Dance Music Manual is packed with sound advice, techniques and practical tips to help you achieve
professional results. The CD provides demo tracks showing what can be achieved when applying the advice contained in
the book, including examples of the quality difference before and after mixing and mastering. The CD also contains free
software demos for you to download. For even more advice and resources, check out the book's official website
www.dancemusicproduction.com

Antitrust Enforcement & Intellectual Property Rights: Promoting Innovation & Competition
Hi-fi News
Introduction to Embedded Systems - A Cyber Physical Systems Approach - Second Edition
How does a suburban pizza joint end up profiled on national magazine covers and network TV news? (Hint: The secret is not
in the sauce.) When Nick Sarillo decided to open a family-friendly pizza restaurant in the suburbs of Chicago, people
thought he was nuts. Having worked as a carpenter for much of his adult life, he lacked any formal experience in
restaurants or in managing a small business. Everyone told him no one else would ever care about his place the way he did.
They warned he’d have to work 20-hour-days and monitor every employee just to stay in business. But Sarillo saw things
differently, and set out to run his business in a radically different way. Today Nick’s Pizza & Pub is one of the top ten busiest
independent pizza restaurants in the country, with two locations that gross about six times the revenue of the typical pizza
restaurant. And in an industry where most employees leave within less than a year, Nick’s annual turnover rate is less than
20 percent. How did he do it? The secret lies in Nick’s purpose-driven culture, in which every employee—from the waiters to
the chefs to the managers—is equipped with the tools necessary to do their jobswhile also advancing the company’s overall
mission. The result is higher sales, a dedicated team, and a big little business that is beloved by the entire community. In A
Slice of the Pie Sarillo tells the story of how he built his extraordinary culture and shows how anyone can follow his
methods. For instance, Nick’s managers engage the staff by tracking and rewarding unusual metrics, such as how many
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guests request a particular server or the average check amount of each carryout host. Likewise, team members of all ages
and levels of experience are encouraged to express themselves, acquire new skills, and suggest ideas to help the business
grow. A Slice of the Pie will help transform even the smallest, simplest, and most ordinary business into a successful, highperformance organization.

The Business Week
Pakistani Assistance For The Anti-Government Of India Activities Was Not Due To Only Its Revanchist Spirit Following Its
Loss Of East Pakistan But For Keeping Itsmilitary Preoccupied With Internal Security Duties Thereby Trying To Neutralize
The Superiority Of The Indian Armed Forces. Such A Policy Could Ultimately Weaken The Unity Of India Just As The Bleeding
Of Soviet Troops In Afghanistan Contributed To The Break-Up Of Ussr. Terrorism Is An Absolute Evil And Has To Be Treated
As Such.

Business Week
With its easy accessibility, low cost, and ability to deliver,essential bedside information about the cardiac structure
andfunction, echocardiography has become one of the most relied-upondiagnostic tools in clinical medicine. As a result,
more cliniciansthan ever before must be able to accurately interpretechocardiographic information in order to administer
appropriatetreatment. Based on the authors’ experience teaching echocardiographyin busy clinical settings, this new
pocketbook provides reliableguidance on everyday clinical cardiac ultrasound and theinterpretation of echocardiographic
images. It has been designed tohelp readers develop a stepwise approach to the interpretation of astandard transthoracic
echocardiographic study and teach how tomethodically gather and assemble the most important informationfrom each of
the standard echocardiographic views in order togenerate a complete final report of the study performed. What’s included:
• A summary of TTE examination protocol and acomprehensive listing of useful formulas and normal values • Atrial and
ventricular dimensions, LV and RVsystolic function, LV diastolic patterns • Echocardiographic findings in the most
commonlyencountered cardiac diseases and disorders, including variouscardiomyopathies, cardiac tamponade, constrictive
pericarditis,valvular heart disease, pulmonary hypertension, infectiveendocarditis, and congenital heart disease •
Companion website with video clips and over 70self-assessment questions Packed with essential information and designed
for quick look-up,this pocketbook will be of great assistance for anyone who works inbusy clinical settings and who needs a
ready and reliable guide tointerpreting echocardiographic information to help deliver optimalpatient care.

Sound & Vision
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Most new PCs and Macs today are equipped with the latest inrecording and storage equipment: CD-RW and DVD-R/RW
drives. Even ifyour computer is a little older, you can still join the revolutionwith add-on hardware and software. You can
record music and movies,store photos and data, and organize things you want to preserve forposterity, safely and easily.
CD and DVD Recording For Dummies®, Second Edition,takes the frustration out of choosing and using these coolrecording
systems. This easy-to-follow guide will help you findwhat you need and use it efficiently, and it covers all the
newestequipment. You’ll discover how to Choose and install a CD or DVD recorder Pick the best software for your needs
Store large data files safely on CD Use EasyCD and DVD Creator and Toast Record mixed media disks Create electronic
photo albums, baby books, genealogies, andmore Once upon a time, videotape, vinyl record albums, and floppydisks were
state of the art for preserving movies, music, and data.The superior durability and capacity of CDs and DVDs have
madethese tools as obsolete as the washboard, but never fear. CD andDVD Recording For Dummies®, Second Edition,
makes it easyto Transfer your favorite VHS movies to DVD Preserve those classic LPs on CD Archive records and data files,
and safely store treasuredfamily photos Ask the right questions when shopping for CD or DVD recordinghardware and
software Record original material, copy and erase rewriteable disks, andmake backups of important data Add menus to
your disks, label them, and care for themproperly Record a bootable CD-ROM Today’s CD and DVD recorders can produce
everything fromsuperb sound quality to original movies you can play on your DVDplayer. CD and DVD Recording For
Dummies® will get yourrecording career going in a jiffy.
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